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This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-

punched, loose-leaf version. Books Ã  la Carte also offer a great valueâ€”this format costs

significantly less than a new textbook.  Â   A Graphical ApproachÂ to Precalculus with Limits: A Unit

CircleÂ ApproachÂ illustrates how the graph of a function can be used to support the solutions of

equations and inequalities involving the function. Beginning with linear functions in Chapter 1, the

text uses a four-part process to analyze each type of function, starting first with the graph of the

function, then the equation, the associated inequality of that equation, and ending with

applications.Â The text covers all of the topics typically caught in a college algebra course, but with

an organization that fosters studentsâ€™ understanding of the interrelationships among graphs,

equations, and inequalities.    Â  With the Fifth Edition, the text continues to evolve as it addresses

the changing needs of todayâ€™s students. Included are additional components to build skills,

address critical thinking, solve applications, and apply technology to support traditional algebraic

solutions, while maintaining its unique table of contents and functions-based approach. A Graphical

ApproachÂ to Precalculus with Limits: A Unit CircleÂ ApproachÂ continues to incorporate an open

design, with helpful features and careful explanations of topics.
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I have a BSE-Math and decided to take a refresher course at the community college. This is the



book the course uses. I must say how impressed I am with the book. It is very well put together and

easy to follow! And if you have the good luck of using the MYLAB program with it, that is simply

AMAZING! You really could teach yourself with the book and MYLAB combine.

Supurb precalculus text. I used my prime acct to purchase a gently used copy of this book for a

friend at a considerable discount to the college bookstore. I am also helping to tutor the friend thru

the course. I wish I had a text this good available when I completed precalculus 15+ years ago

during in high school. Very well written. Great examples. Lots of reminders and notations. Three

constructive complements regarding example problems in reading: 1) Great use of color coding of

text to help student follow the problem. 2) When a simple mistake (such as a sign error) may be

tempting, a small 'cloud bubble' is included to draw attention to it. 3) Instead of random example

problems without context, the example problems are applications to real world... often using

equations from an engineering or physics class that the student is likely completing precalculus to

prepare for. Again, this is a supurb text and worth the money. Precalculus is the foundation for a

great STEM education and career.

WARNING!!!Be sure you only want the book if you are buying this, the MyLab code is not included. I

am giving 1 star because the item description does not say MyLab not included, so i assumed it

came with it. I ended up sending it back and ordering the same loose leaf book with the code, it was

like $10 extra dollars.

This book is not what I need. It's a teacher's edition. This information was NOT listed in the

description or the picture. Your information should clearly state what you are selling.

Great book! needed this for school. it came quick and was in good shape. thanks

Good condition. Got me through the class.

It was a great deal and good condition!
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